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EDMONDSON PARK

Family fun at
new urban hub
920 units, 893 houses and tower for centre
CONSTRUCTION of the first
homes at Edmondson Park’s
new town centre will kick off
soon and the anticipation
was palpable recently with a
family fun day to celebrate
the milestone.
The community marked
the official opening of Ed.
Square last month with a festival featuring food trucks,
live entertainment, property
styling workshops, competitions and a scavenger hunt.
The event was also a
chance for locals and visitors
to see the vision for southwest Sydney’s newest urban
centre, with the sales centre
and seven fully-furnished
display homes showcasing
the range of housing styles
on offer.
Ed. Square will feature 920
apartments, as well as 893
terraces and townhouses,
anchored by a 68m high residential tower in the town
centre.
Residents will be within
walking distance of the train
station and a shopping, dining and entertainment precinct that will include an Eat
Street, a fresh food market
place, childcare centre, tavern and healthcare facilities.
The first stage of the town
centre is expected to be completed by early 2020.
The centre will include a

Coles supermarket.
Frasers Property Australia sales and marketing director — NSW residential
Dino Carulli said the wide
choice of homes on offer at
Ed. Square made it “one of
the most exciting new communities” in the southwest
region.

Gelato and (right) models of the new developments to be built at Ed Square.
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Town Centre. Top row: Balloon shaping and entertainment at the festival. Pictures: Jordan Shields
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